Container
Security
When it comes to software container security,
there are benefits as well as drawbacks.
Here’s what enterprises need to know.
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Enterprises and application teams turn to containers to improve agility
and increase the scalability of their environments and portability of their
applications. But with these benefits come a number of serious security
challenges and considerations. While some of the changes containerization
brings to security are beneficial, others are a bit thornier. To avoid serious
mistakes and data breaches, enterprises must understand how containers
affect security and build a strategy to secure them.
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Software containers are proliferating. The application container market,
according to 451 Research, will grow to $2.7 billion by 2020 from $762
million in 2016. Although it represents a nascent percentage of the overall
technology market, the application container market will grow at a rate that
far outpaces other enterprise technology segments, the firm believes, with a
rapid 40 percent annual growth rate through 2020.
“Containers are cool right now, and they are catching on quick,” said Adrian
Sanabria, founder and director of research at security analyst firm Savage
Security. “DevOps methodologies, cloud, containers and such are creating
amazing opportunities to pursue better performance. But you can fail in
spectacular ways, too, as a result of these technologies.”
Of course, enterprises have decided — and will likely continue to decide —
that containerizing applications are a risk worth taking. However, these risks
must — and can — be properly mitigated.
That’s the subject we will tackle in the rest of this paper.
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Containers rip the lid off security
What are the causes behind the “spectacular fails” of which Sanabria warns? “Typically, it’s enterprises
being too hasty moving forward,” he said. “They make silly and avoidable mistakes. They’re not realizing
they have private keys and things like that in their containers. In fact, we see a lot of the same issues with
containers as we do with cloud.”
Which points to traditional security defenses, which focus on the perimeter, being woefully inadequate.

“Recent data breaches
in the industry continue
to emphasize that it
isn’t enough to secure
the perimeter of your
infrastructure;

infrastructure; security
needs to be a part of
every layer of your
technology stack. The
adoption of containers
highlights how difficult
that can be with a
highly distributed and
dynamic environment,”
— Thomas Brezinski,

principal software engineer
at managed WordPress
hosting provider WP Engine.
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How else do containers change enterprise security? Even among
experts there are differing opinions, at least when it comes to the
nuances. This shouldn’t be a surprise; as with any relatively new
technology, it takes time to reach an agreement on impact and for
the right practices to take shape.
For instance, in Brezinski’s view, some incorrectly believe containers
inherently provide more security. And while containers can
provide immediate improvements to security, such as a reduction
in the attack surface through decreased running services and
dependencies, there are practices that still must be undertaken
to keep containers reasonably secure. “Your containers still need
secure credential management. They still need secure networking.
They still need vulnerability scanning. In fact, they need everything
you needed before and more,” said Brezinski.
Dom Glennie, principal architect of cloud application infrastructure
at Coda Global, doesn’t see it exactly the same as Brezinski.
“Containers are inherently more secure than applications running
outside of containers, technically speaking. Prior to the mass
adoption of container technology, few enterprises went to the
lengths of wrapping individual workloads in the straightjacket of
cgroups, namespaces and security policies that are now simple
Docker defaults,” he said.
Nonetheless, Glennie recognizes that the operational complexity,
proneness for human error and relatively immature container security
and management toolsets all create a reality that makes security as
difficult as ever. “Containers impact the whole life cycle of application
development by encouraging splitting larger applications into smaller
processes and enabling their rapid deployment. The net result is more
components that are changing more often,” he said.

What practical steps can organizations take
to reasonably secure their containers?

ACCESS CONTROL

Make certain those who can access
and modify containers do so based on
reasonable access control polices.

VULNERABILITY
MANAGEMENT
ASSESSMENTS

These need to be regularly — if not
continuously — performed so that
inadvertent vulnerabilities and rogue
containers are reined in.

MONITOR
NETWORK TRAFFIC

Network traffic should be monitored
for anything out of the ordinary.
In short, establish a baseline policy, make certain only authorized users can deploy and make changes,
build to it, test those builds and regularly monitor that everything is running as expected.

While this advice is essential, it’s also unfortunately incomplete.
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It’s about more than just securing the container
To keep containers secure, the security of the entire container ecosystem must be taken into
consideration—don’t just myopically focus on the containers themselves. “Not only do you need to pay
more attention to your software supply chain and be vigilant about vulnerability management, you also
need to pay close attention to how you’ve secured your clusters and the workloads on them,” said WP
Engine’s Brezinski.
He noted another important area many overlook: The orchestration tools used to manage containerized
environments come with inherent security concerns. These tools can be overly permissive by their
nature and require additional care to run securely, Brezinksi advised.
For instance, it’s easy for developers to unwittingly expose assets on the network during their local
development efforts. Also, in production, operations teams and others are likely mixing workloads on
the same cluster and may not even realize what capabilities those workloads have by default. “If you
are running Kubernetes using legacy auth, for example, every workload probably has the default service
account, effectively giving it root access to your entire cluster,” Brezinski said.
“This is why it’s so important to remember that they’re not just securing the containers, they’re also
needing to secure Kubernetes, or all of the management interfaces and schedulers outside of the
containers,” said Sanabria.
This is no small challenge. “The powerful orchestrators that are key to realizing the benefit of
containerized applications have their own security challenges,” Brezinski said. “Many of them come with
incredibly permissive permission models by default and are only recently offering the tools needed to
properly secure workloads like role-based access control or inbound/outbound traffic filtering.”
Another area of significant concern is public repositories for containers. “There is no guarantee to the
safety of these containers and people just download various containers with no idea whether or not
there’s a back door in there, who built it or whether it has the latest patches,” said Sanabria. “In a lot of
cases, these containers need to be updated.”
As mentioned earlier, because containers can be managed as specific units that conduct specific tasks,
automated management and security automation are that much easier. When it comes to protecting
against attacks such as ShellShock and Heartbleed, enterprise teams need to know what software is
running in the container so they can adequately defend the contents.
There’s an increasing number of container security vendors that aim to help enterprises bring more
manageability and security around their container deployments. We look at a number of those vendors in
the next section.
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A Precambrian explosion:
The container security market
451 Research estimates that there are currently 125 application container vendors, and the firm expects
that number to continue to grow. “A lot of the third-party container security companies are trying to do
everything needed for security around containers. It’s kind of like boiling the ocean,” said Sanabria.
Whether attempting to boil the ocean or not, established security vendors and container vendors such as
Docker Inc., Tenable and Black Duck and dedicated security vendors alike believe they are up to the task.
Here are a few new (or relatively new) security vendors with a strong focus on container security:
Anchore
Open source Anchore container analysis tools inspect container images and
create a manifest that helps teams create security policies that govern the
management of vulnerabilities, package white- and blacklists, configurations,
credentials, changes, exposed ports and other user-defined security
assessments.

Aqua Security
Aqua Security secures container environments from development to production,
accelerating container adoption and bridging the gap between DevOps and IT
security. The company said its Container Security Platform provides full visibility
into container activity, enabling the detection and prevention of suspicious
activity in real time.

NeuVector
NeuVector provides real-time network container security that adapts to
changing enterprise environments and secures containers during runtime,
according to the company.

CloudPassage
CloudPassage Halo Container Secure provides full lifecycle security and
compliance for your microservices and applications across all your container
deployments. The CloudPassage solution secures your entire container
environment — hosts, containers and even images in registries.

Twistlock
Twistlock is the leading provider of container and cloud native cybersecurity
solutions for the modern enterprise. From precise, actionable vulnerability
management to automatically deployed runtime protection and firewalls,
Twistlock protects applications across the development lifecycle and into
production. Purpose built for containers, serverless, and other leading
technologies — Twistlock gives developers the speed they want, and CISOs
the control they need.
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In many ways, the security challenges enterprises encounter with containers are very close to those
challenges they face with their traditional and virtualized environments. The Center for Internet Security
(CIS) and Docker Inc. published the CIS Docker Benchmark. [pdf], which is based on the views of security
experts in software development, audit, compliance, security research and other areas.
The five categories in the benchmark are:

Securing host configurations
This section provides the
security recommendations
necessary to ensure a
host machine that runs
containerized workloads is
reasonably secured.

Secure Docker daemon
configuration
This section provides security
recommendations that are
necessary to adequately
secure Docker servers. Reading
this section is essential for
understanding how to review
Docker-related files and
directory permissions.

Securing container runtime
In securing container launch,
risks of the container being
infected are significantly
reduced. This section shows
how to verify the veracity of
container runtime.

Security and container
images and build files
This section details how to
manage base images and
their associated build files—
all necessary for a healthy
container environment.

Docker security operations
This section details current
security best practices that are
to be followed in a container
environment.

Within the data center, vendors such as IBM, Pivotal and VMware are offering curated container platforms
that bake in security tools and best practices, Coda Global’s Glennie said. “For instance, IBM Cloud Private
will include the HashiCorp Vault tool for secret management. Pivotal Container Services utilizes VMware’s
NSX-T technology to make the container network less-opaque. Docker Inc.’s enterprise platform includes
automatic image scanning and signing, policy enforcement and role-based management,” he noted.
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Increasingly, providers are doing more to help container users remain compliant with industry regulations.
For instance, Google’s container engine provides features that help with compliance to HIPAA and PCI
DSS. “Google and others provide tools to better manage role-based access control and AWS has tools like
ECS integrated secrets, image scanning, and signing,” Glennie said. “Expect more of this, holistic platforms
aiming to make the life cycle of securing the environment simpler.”
Where container security heads a year from now is anyone’s guess. “It is not clear that we are past the
Cambrian explosion of container-based technologies yet, but as it levels out, commercial vendors and
open source will concentrate on the total experience of managing these environments and their security,”
Glennie said.
That will be welcome news for enterprise technology teams everywhere. In the meantime, teams must
understand both the positive and negative security aspects of container technology, and realize they will
face the same security concerns with their cloud, virtualization and even traditional environments.
Conclusion
There’s no doubt that software containers help enterprises be more agile and scalable. But containers
must be managed and properly secured. For now, that means using some of the native capabilities within
container management platforms, as well as dedicated container security products, so that the proper
levels of access controls are maintained, vulnerabilities are properly managed, network traffic is secured
and that containers comply with internal security and regulatory policies.

Avarto secures containers despite complexity
Avarto Infoscore Gmbh, the financial
services subsidiary of Germany-based
Bertelsmann, recently moved away from
both its monolithic architecture and
its waterfall development program to
embrace microservices architecture and
continuous delivery.
To get a handle on those and other
security challenges associated with
containers and microservices, Arvato
turned to container security provider
NeuVector, which launched its ‘container
firewall’ at the beginning of this year,
said Tobias Gurtzick, security architect.
Arvato uses NeuVector to monitor
and scan containers to help secure
its network and better control the

complexity of its infrastructure.
Gurtzick said NeuVector provided
way to secure their container runtime
environment and apply their internal
best practices and improve network
visibility. “With NeuVector, we build our
containers to our baselines and then fix
any discrepancies. When we have issues,
we can simply rebuild and redeploy the
updated applications into production.
This way, most issues are immediately
fixed,” he said.
With the secure move to continuous
delivery containers and microservices,
Arvato is now able to build and bring
more services to market to support their
customers at a more rapid pace. “The old

process had basically not enabled us to do
all the things we have been doing in the last
year. In this new environment, we’ve been
able to automate many processes that
were previously done manually,” he said.
“In less than six months with
microservices in production we’ve grown
from zero containers to several hundred,
and we migrated from our legacy
application landscape to one that is
completely automated,” he added.
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